
Content Marketing 101:  
Creating Marketing Content with Clout

Content Analytics + Intelligence 101

Content Leadership:  
Bridging Silos + Building Teams in 
Complex Organizations

Writing That Works for Web + Mobile

Content Strategy Essentials

Lead Facilitator: 
Colleen Jones

Where: 
Our headquarters in 
Atlanta, GA

When: 

9:00 am - 3 pm

Included: 
Breakfast & lunch

Price: 
$549 / seat ; 
$1650 / certification pkg

Learn more at
content-science.com/
workshop-schedule

Strategy. Content. Results.

Our workshops are designed to build your expertise, 
skills, and confidence in leading content initiatives.  
Take the workshops alone or as part of our Content 
Coach Certification.

10% off for nonprofit, higher ed, + government institutions
10% off for package of 3 or more seats in 1 workshop

Colleen and the staff at 
Content Science are  

top-notch...the learnings 
were directly applicable 
and immediately useful. 

Highly recommended.”

– Chante Lagon,  
The Home Depot

“
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Content Coach Certification Package
* Content Leadership + 2 More Workshops 

* 2 Books by Colleen Jones

* 1 Free Month of ContentWRX 

* Official Content Coach Certificate

Workshops + 
Content Coach

Certification

Note multiple dates available.  
Refer to content-science.com/workshop-schedule for current dates.

http://content-science.com/workshop-schedule
http://content-science.com/workshop-schedule
http://content-science.com/workshop-schedule/


Strategy. Content. Results.

Content Science shared 
great examples and 
concepts, but more 

importantly they shared 
tools that we can use 

to help us with editorial 
planning, putting together 

a plan, communicating 
that plan to people at 

ECRI, and knowing our 
audience better. We 

can also replicate many 
of their core process 

recommendations across 
the organization.”

– Nan Smith, 
ECRI Institute

“

Why Invest in a Content Science Workshop? 
We offer relevant and individualized instruction and ensure that 
each workshop is tailored to your unique objectives.  
Benefits include:

• Hands-on learning in a small-group environment

• Expert insights from Colleen Jones and other leaders in the 
content industry

• Exclusive tools, templates, + techniques to guide future 
content initiatives

• Chance to address your company’s content objectives  
and challenges

• Networking with other content industry professionals

Why Invest in Content Coach 
Certification?
Content Coach Certification is a one-of-a-kind 
program designed to help content leaders 
take their team’s performance to the next 
level. Upon completing the program, you’ll be 
able to:

• Work with internal and external 
stakeholders to consistently produce 
quality content

• Enhance your team’s capacity for tackling 
complex initiatives

• Build, organize, + develop your team

• Navigate team growth in a changing 
environment

• Increase engagement to drive productivity
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Past participants include:

2015-2016 
Workshops + 

Content Coach
Certification


